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Abstract—Blockchain technology is finding applications in
wireless networks, in particular vehicular networks, for the
purposes of establishing trust. A certain set of network resources
in terms of communication and computation requirements is
also necessary for successful blockchain deployment. Moreover,
heterogeneity in wireless networks and changing radio condi-
tions at the physical layer, make it even more challenging to
guarantee steady block generation latency. In addition to this,
these diverse and complex scenarios give rise to increasing
threats to blockchain functionality in safety critical applications
such as Autonomous Vehicular (AV) networks. In this work, we
study the possible denial of blockchain service attacks where
malicious nodes threaten to slow down the block generation
latency. We propose a novel Proof-of-Communication-Capability
(PoCC) authentication framework that acts as a defense against
communication capability spoofing over wireless networks. Our
PoCC authentication framework utilizes the physical properties
such as distance between nodes, channel state information (CSI),
and communication puzzle latency to establish the communica-
tion capabilities of nodes in the wireless network. Results from
a simulated AV network under three different variations of the
proposed PoCC framework are encouraging and demonstrate
that such attacks can be effectively mitigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development in communication and comput-
ing technologies, decentralized Autonomous Vehicular (AVs)
networks of self-driving cars and drones are becoming a
reality. These connected vehicles have on-board sensing, ac-
tuation and control capabilities [1]. Frequent data sharing and
time-critical cooperative decision making is often required in
AV networks, which is enabled by the advances in software
& hardware stack as well as fast wireless communication
links. At the same time, due to dynamic and mobile network
environment along with decentralization, data sharing and
autonomous decision making, threat surface of AV networks
is also increased [2], [3].

Recently, blockchain has emerged as a solution to security
and trust issues in decentralized networks. Because of data
replication at multiple nodes, it also provides protection from
a single point-of-failure in these networks. Blockchain relies
on a network-wide consensus that has to be achieved through
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frequent communication within the nodes in order to establish
trust on transactions (data sharing) that occur among various
nodes of the system [4]. Blockchain is being considered as
an enabler of trustless environment in numerous application
domains such as Internet of Things (IoT) [5], smart grids
[6], and future cellular networks [7]. Connected AV networks
are decentralized and highly mobile cyber-physical systems
that can also benefit from blockchain technology. In these
networks, the nodes communicate over wireless channels as
a natural choice. Blockchain deployment on wireless channels
requires relatively more communication resources as compared
to the wired channels [8].

A. Blockchain dependence on network resources and network
heterogeneity

Blockchain technology is resource-intensive and there is an
underlying assumption of sufficient resource provision both in
terms of communication and computation capabilities to keep
up with the desired block generation rate.
Blockchain dependency on communication resources:
Blockchain is driven by consensus which is an agreement
between the nodes participating in the network on the state
of the network. This consensus is highly dependent on the
communication resources available to various nodes in the
network. Better communication resources would lead to de-
creased latency whereas degraded communication resources
would result in increased latency [7]. Increased network la-
tency would also disrupt the network convergence to a global
state. In probabilistic blockchain consensus mechanisms like
Proof-of-Work (PoW), increased network latency would result
in network forks that would also prolong network convergence
and transaction finality. Since only one of the forks become
the longest chain, the work done on the other forks would also
be wasted [9]. In deterministic and communication intensive
distributed consensus mechanisms like practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT), the effect of network latency is
compounded because votes are exchanged and tallied within
the network. With a multiple broadcast based consensus (pre-
prepare, prepare and commit transactions), increasing the
network latency will increase the overall consensus latency
multifold while severely affecting the scalability of the system
[10].
Blockchain technology and network heterogeneity: Net-
work heterogeneity also plays a very important role in
blockchain communication latency and ultimately impact con-
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sensus time. The more resource constrained and unstable con-
nected nodes present in the network, the higher is the network
latency and the longer it will take to achieve consensus in
the network. In [11], the authors implement blockchain in
a heterogeneous network. They observed that the network
latency of blockchain running on a dedicated ethernet connec-
tion is much lower than that on a dedicated Wi-Fi network.
For a network with coexisting nodes, the latency will be
defined by the ratio of both types of nodes. A similar trend
can be observed for cellular networks where a dedicated 4G
connected network will have much higher latency than a
dedicated 5G connected network and a network with both
types of nodes will have latency based on the ratio of both
types of network nodes coexisting in the same network [7].

Communication link quality is stable in wired networks.
Therefore, blockchain technology has been shown to work
reasonably well and block generation latency can also be
guaranteed on such networks [8]. On the other hand, the
quality of wireless communication links varies due to inter-
ference and changing environmental conditions. In the case
of mobile nodes as we have in connected AV networks,
disconnections and communication link quality degradation
can occur more frequently due to handovers and changing
distance between the transmitters and receivers [12]. On top
of these inherent link degradations and disruptions, malicious
nodes in the wireless network may also try to undermine the
network performance by deliberately slowing down or denying
the blockchain functionality by spoofing their communication
capabilities. Blockchain deployed on wireless networks is
more vulnerable to communication capability spoofing attack
such as Denial-of-Service (DoS) where adversaries would tend
to slow/halt the blockchain consensus and hence the block
generation rate for malicious gains. Moreover, due to unstable
and changing wireless link quality, identifying such malicious
nodes also becomes challenging.

B. Our Contributions

In this work, we consider communication capability spoof-
ing attacks in AV network scenario comprising of Connected
Autonomous Vehicles (CAVhs) and Roadside Units (RSUs).
CAVhs generate and share data while RSUs with higher
computational resources are responsible for consensus and
block generation. All the communication links are assumed to
be wireless. CAVhs and RSUs can leave or join the network
and RSUs can turn malicious. We consider four cases of
malicious behavior called Network-Upgrade-Join (NU-Join),
Network-Upgrade-Run (ND-Run), Network-Downgrade-Join
(ND-Join), and Network-Downgrade-Run (ND-Run). In NU-
Join (ND-Join), we consider that an RSU will report enhanced
(degraded) communication capabilities at the time of joining
the network, while in NU-Run (ND-Run) we assume that an
RSU will try to report enhanced (degraded) communication
capabilities once is part of the network.

We discuss mitigation against these attacks. For run time
spoofing, we discuss some ideas that form the basis for
their detection. To counter communication capability spoof-

ing attacks at the time of joining the network, we develop
an authentication framework called Proof-of-Communication-
Capability (PoCC) where the capabilities of a joining RSU
will be verified by the network (through consensus) and stored
on the blockchain. PoCC framework takes into account the
distance between nodes, quality of communication link and
latency of communication puzzle. We develop three variants of
PoCC and determine their effectiveness in detecting spoofing
attacks through simulations. The best variant is able to mitigate
almost all of the attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we discuss the system model and the four attack scenarios.
In Section-III, we discuss our PoCC framework and the three
variants. In Section-IV, we present the simulation results and
finally, we conclude the paper in Section-V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ATTACK SCENARIOS

In this section, we present our system model and the
communication capability spoofing attack scenarios.

A. System Model

We consider an AV network where communication occurs
over wireless links. The network comprises of a trusted
authority (TA), large number of static/mobile CAVhs and
RSUs. We assume that secure and timely data sharing is
the most important requirement in this network for coordi-
nated/cooperative decision making. For ensuring security, we
assume that blockchain technology is employed and all the
RSUs in the network can participate in the consensus mech-
anism. As we want to focus on communication capabilities,
we assume that a non-PoW type consensus mechanism such
as delegated Proof-of-State (dPoS) or a variant of PBFT is
used in the network. Consensus mechanism is therefore a
communication-intensive process. To summarize, we have the
following nodes in the network.
TA: It deals with registration and authentication of the par-
ticipating entities in the system. We assume that it issues the
public-private key pairs as well as digital certificates to the
registered nodes. In addition to this, we assume that TA is
also responsible for initiating the PoCC authentication process
when a new RSU wants to join the system.
RSUs: RSUs are the infrastructure elements which are de-
ployed on the sides of the roads. They are assumed to have
high computational and storage capabilities due to which they
serve as the consensus nodes. RSUs store complete copy of
blockchain and also update it after every cycle of transaction
and verification.
CAVhs: CAVhs are the nodes which use the services provided
by the AV network to safely maneuver on the roads. CAVhs
share data with each other and rely on blockchain for the
security of their shared data.

In our previous work [7], we found that in a large-scale
AV network, block generation latency is several hundred
seconds when communication speeds are slow (like 4G) as
compared to only few seconds when communication speeds
are fast (like 5G). Therefore, the propagation of messages and
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block generation in AV network is highly dependent on the
communication speeds of the consensus nodes. Hence, for
successful blockchain functioning, it becomes important to
verify the communication capabilities of the consensus nodes
in the network.

B. Attack Scenarios

Recently, capability attacks have been executed and reported
on 4G/5G devices [13]. The attackers downgrade or upgrade
to a particular protocol in order to reduce security capabilities
of the device to gain illegal access to it or to obtain undue
monetary advantages. In our AV network, capability spoofing
attacks by RSUs can severely impact blockchain functionality.
In the following we elaborate all such attacks.

1) NU-Join: In NU-Join, the malicious RSU reports up-
graded wireless communication capabilities while joining the
network. Slow nodes are discouraged from joining because
they can prolong the consensus. Therefore, by falsely reporting
superior communication capabilities, RSUs may try to sneak
into the network. For this case, there could be some detection
challenges due to backward compatibility and channel varia-
tions due to shadowing and fading. However, this spoofing can
be easily checked by issuing a communication challenge to the
joining node according to its claimed capabilities. Since the
joining node cannot alter the physical nature of its resources
and it also does not know the communication challenge in
advance, therefore, it is highly likely that it would fail the test
and hence the spoofing would be detected.

2) NU-Run: In NU-Run, RSU turns malicious after joining
the network and starts reporting upgraded wireless commu-
nication capabilities. In several consensus mechanisms, the
participating nodes are given incentives based on the resources
committed in each round. For example, in [14] various smart
contracts are designed according to the capabilities of the
nodes. Hence, the motivation of the malicious node is to
claim higher incentives. However, there is a high chance of
detecting this attack because the spoofing node will most
likely fail to solve the smart contract designed for the faster
nodes. In addition to this, TA can also ask the nodes to go
through a re-verification of capabilities. Incentives can also
be redesigned keeping in consideration the changing quality
of wireless channels. This is an interesting topic for future
research.

3) ND-Join: In ND-Join, the malicious RSU reports down-
graded wireless communication capabilities while joining the
network. In this case, the intention of the malicious node is
to prolong the consensus in the system and thus deny the
usage of blockchain services, i.e., Denial of Service attack,
similar to Slowloris Attack [15] on application layer. This is
the most interesting attack because the malicious node can
easily complete any issued communication task according to
its reported capabilities. As discussed before, the latency of
adding a block to the chain could increase several hundred
times in an AV network dominated by nodes with degraded
communication capabilities. If a node reputation-based system
is used in the network, the chances of malicious node staying

for longer in the system and causing more damage would fur-
ther increase because reputations are usually updated when the
generated block becomes available on blockchain for auditing
[14]. A discouraging factor against this attack would be the
low percentage of slow nodes allowed in the system in the
first place. Node hardware fingerprint could also contribute to
detecting false reported capabilities. Even if the node becomes
a part of the system with spoofed wireless communication
capabilities, it could be detected based on other measurements
like power consumption and sleep mode power consumption.

4) ND-Run: In ND-Run, RSU turns malicious after joining
the network and starts reporting degraded wireless communi-
cation capabilities. Here, the motivation again is to slow down
the consensus and sabotage the system for illegal gains. A
node may also downgrade itself during the run time to increase
the chances of success as it might not be allowed to do ND-
Join because of the cap on the number of slow nodes. This
type of spoofing can be detected by measuring anomalies in
the communication channel like received signal strength. For
example, if the node starts transmitting over a lower frequency
band and also decrease the transmission bandwidth, it would
clearly indicate the downgrading of wireless communication
capabilities. The features of the physical channels and capa-
bilities of the devices make the central point of this work.

III. PROOF-OF-CAPABILITY BASED AUTHENTICATION IN
BLOCKCHAIN

In this work, we assume that RSUs can get compromised
or turn malicious. We assume that the process of initialization
of authentication/security-association among nodes is done
on a secure channel. So, the information exchanged between
the joining nodes and the TA could not get compromised
and the nodes transmit the information to the TA as they
intend. In the following, we explain Proof of Communication
Capability (PoCC) authentication framework. The detailed
PoCC mechanism is also shown in Fig. 1.

A. Consensus Protocol

The consensus protocol for the PoCC based authentication
is outlined in the following steps.

Step 1: The new RSU that intends to join the blockchain
network as consensus node sends a request to the TA for
registration. The TA queries the ID of the RSU and issues it a
short-lived identity that is subject to the the result of the PoCC
based consensus in the system. The TA forwards a request to
the current leader of the system.

Step 2: The leader upon receiving the request to verify the
capabilities of the joining node designs distinct communication
tasks of the same size and sends them to n verifier nodes
(RSUs) within a particular radius. Here, the task is that the
verifier node transmits a file of a particular size to the prover
node. The prover transmits the file back to the verifiers. The
verifier calculates the tuple (dn, CSIn, tn) where dn is the
distance from the verifier node measured using distance mea-
surement techniques, CSIn is the channel state information of
the channel between prover and verifier (indicator of channel
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quality) and tn is the one way latency measurement of file
transmission measured as half of the round trip time from
prover to verifier. Tasks are given to the joining node in
turn by each of the verifiers and the prover responds to each
of them. The results are broadcast to the whole network.
Additionally, the leader designs smart contracts and sends
them to all consensus nodes, which will solve them subject
to their verification of capabilities of the joining node.

Step 3: All the consensus nodes receive the results of
all the communication tasks from the verifier nodes. Then
the consensus nodes order the received tuples in ascending
order of distances. Each consensus node checks the validity
of the information. As we are considering wireless links, there
is a tolerance for the verification that could be considered
anomalous (explained in the next subsection). Based on these
reports, the consensus nodes decide if the reported capabilities
are authentic and solve the smart contract and send the result
to the leader.

Step 4: If the leader receives verification from 2/3 of the
system, it will consider the capabilities of the joining node to
be established. The leader forwards this result to the TA which
will complete the registration process of the joining node. If
the system has agreed on its capabilities, it is considered as a
legitimate consensus node. Otherwise, the node is flagged and
denied entry into the system. Based on agreement, the node is
issued a public-private key pair and deemed as a legitimate
node in the system. Now, after outlining the core features
of PoCC framework, we are proposing spoofing detection
algorithm based on PoCC in the following.

(1)
(8)

7

(6)

(5)

(4)
(3)

(2)

(1) Authentication Request by joining node  (2) Request to 
Leader (3) Request to Neighboring Nodes  (4) Challenge to 
joining node (5) Challenge Response (6) Response sent to 
system (7) Consensus (8) Consensus Results Reported to 
Leader   (9) Result reported to TA (10) Blockchain Update 
(11) Joining node verified and admitted to system

(9) (10)

(11)

Joining RSU Neighboring RSUs

Blockchain

TA

Leader 
RSU

Fig. 1. Information flow of PoCC based consensus protocol.

No. dn tn Decision
1 low low No Attack

2 low high if CSIn == bad:No
Attack, else: Attack

3 high low if CSIn == good:No
Attack, else: Attack

4 high high No Attack
TABLE I

V1(CMP(dn, tn)): COMPARING tn WITH dn TO MAKE A DECISION
ABOUT SPOOFING ATTACK.

B. Capability Spoofing Detection Algorithm

In this subsection, we discuss the capability spoofing de-
tection algorithm during run time. We will discuss three
variations named Variation 1 (V1(CMP(dn,tn)) or simply V1),
Variation 2 (V2(CMP(dn,(tn,low, tn,high))) or simply V2) and
Variation 3 (V3(tn,low = f(dn,low), tn,high = f(dn,high))) or
simply V3) of the algorithm as follows:
V1(CMP(dn,tn)): Considering the two variables dn, tn, we
state all the possible combinations of high/low states in the
Table I along with the respective detection of attack. From the
reported values of dn and tn, if dn is low and tn is low, then
there is no issue in the measurement and the measurement
is considered authentic. If dn is low but tn is high, then it
checks if CSIn is also bad. If it is, then the measurement
is considered authentic and the high tn is attributed to the
bad radio conditions. Otherwise, if CSIn is good, then the
measurement is considered to be spoofed and is flagged. If dn
is high but tn is low, then check CSIn information. If CSIn
is good, then the measurement is considered authentic and the
low tn is attributed to the good radio conditions. Otherwise,
the measurement is considered to be spoofed and is flagged.
If dn is high and tn is also high, then the measurement is
considered authentic. However, this set of conditions might
fail as explained in the following.
V2(CMP(dn,(tn,low, tn,high): Consider the scenario in the
second row of the Table I where dn is low and tn is high
and for a bad CSI, it is declared to be no-attack. An obvious
limitation of the above variation is that every time, bad CSIn
is reported, the high value of tn is ignored and attributed to
bad CSIn. Adversary nodes could use this to their advantage
and downgrade their capabilities as they would not be detected
if their CSIn is bad. To cater to this limitation, we present
V2, where a comparison(CMP) is done with the high value
of tn for bad CSIn to the upper and lower limits of tn. If
the value of CSIn is bad and tn is within the limits, the bad
tn is attributed to bad CSIn. Otherwise, the node is spoofing
its capabilities. This is summarised in the Figure 3 with the
quantitative numbers from the experimental results discussed
in the results section.
V3(tn,low = f(dn,low), tn,high = f(dn,high)): In V2 there
is still a limitation, where the 4G nodes located closer to
the receiver will report values between the above defined
threshold. Therefore, the 5G node spoofing to be a 4G node
will be ignored as legitimate 4G nodes are also reporting those
values. To cater to this problem, we will define tn bounds
for different dn ranges, making those limits a function of
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distance. So, if a 5G node will try to spoof as a 4G node,
it will be flagged as it could not report those latency values at
that particular dn, so it must be spoofing. This increases the
detection accuracy significantly.

C. Threat Model

Adversaries try to sabotage the system in multiple ways.
Some of the attack dimensions are fairly straightforward to
detect and take actions against while some are not. An adver-
sary could try to issue a result for a node which is not among
the verifiers. This result is declined by the system and the
node issuing the result is also flagged. The joining node could
try to spoof capabilities by starting the communication task in
advance in order to show enhanced capabilities. However, due
to the randomness of the task, this can also not be achieved.

One dimension of attack to the designed system is that if the
neighboring nodes are colluding with the joining nodes, they
can report spoofed capabilities. Since the rest of the network
relies on their measurement of capabilities, controlling the
neighboring nodes can steer the consensus in the direction of
the joining node. Each node cannot audit a task itself since the
results will still depend on the neighboring nodes for propa-
gation. The four attack scenarios explained in Section II-B are
possible attacks from the communication capability perspec-
tive. In this work we will consider the ND-Run attack. Here,
the attacker tries to downgrade its capabilities while running
the blockchain. We will also consider the attack detection
based on the above designed detection algorithm against all
variations. The attack and attacker model explained in this
section is integrated in the simulation setup explained in the
following.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we provide simulation results based on
the above discussion. First, we will consider the impact of
heterogeneous nodes on the latency of block generation and
addition to the blockchain. We consider a scenario where 1000
RSUs are deployed in a 150 sq. km area and 1000 vehicles
in the system which are sharing the data among each other,
using the blockchain services to get the data validated. We
implement a data sharing and consensus procedure similar
to [14] and use the other simulation parameters as used by
[7]. We consider a deployment where all nodes are operating
over 5G network. To consider the impact of heterogeneity,
we introduce 25% 4G nodes to the system with the rest 75%
of 5G nodes to observe their impact on the block generation
time. Next, in two separate variations, 50% and 100% 4G
nodes are considered, respectively, and their impact on block
generation time is studied. The data rates for 4G and 5G nodes
are considered to be 10 Mbps and 500 Mbps respectively. The
results for this case are shown in Fig 2. We can see that for
a completely 4G network, the latency of block convergence
is 35.9205s and for a completely 5G network, the latency
is 0.7674s. For a small level of heterogeneity where only
25% nodes are considered to be 4G nodes, the latency is
increased by multifold i.e., to 4.6268s. If we further increase

the heterogeneity, i.e., 50% 4G nodes and 50% 5G nodes, the
latency is further increased to 8.7678s.
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Fig. 2. Block convergence latency of different network node distributions.

Next, we simulate the results for the designed detection
algorithm. We consider that a node spoofs its capabilities once
it has entered the system as a 5G node. We will consider that
there are 20 nodes that will frequently communicate with the
prover node and query CSIn, dn and tn. The dn values vary
between 0 and 1000m. We consider a communication model
where there is distance-dependent path loss and the channel
follows Rayleigh fading. The fading variable α varies between
0 and 1 which is sampled from Rayleigh distribution which
is the indicator of good or bad CSIn. We tested the designed
algorithm for the CSIn cutoff at α values of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7,
where good CSIn is above the cutoff and bad CSIn is below
the cutoff. We assume that the verifier sends a file of 125 KB
to the receiver to prove its capabilities. For V1, we put latency
cutoffs for α values of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 to be 0.0108s, 0.008s
and 0.007s. The range for latency values for V2 are 0.0108s-
0.08s, 0.008-0.08s and 0.007-0.08s. Figure 3 shows the idea
visually for the case of V1 and V2. The latency cutoffs for
V3 are given in Table II and the detection accuracy of the
designed algorithm variations are given in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, we can see that generally, V3 performs the
best and V1 performs the worst. As discussed is III-B, V1 is
the most lenient variation and only puts one bound on tn for
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<latexit sha1_base64="arCGsXl1HgBa089KejYG0xtdh0Y=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAguJCS1WF0IRTcuK9gHtKHcTCft0MnDmUmhhH6HGxeKuPVj3Pk3TtIgaj1w4XDOvdx7jxtxJpVlfRpLyyura+uFjeLm1vbObmlvvyXDWBDaJCEPRccFSTkLaFMxxWknEhR8l9O2O75J/faECsnC4F5NI+r4MAyYxwgoLTmtymkPeDSCK8us9Utly7Qy4EVi56SMcjT6pY/eICSxTwNFOEjZta1IOQkIxQins2IvljQCMoYh7WoagE+lk2RHz/CxVgbYC4WuQOFM/TmRgC/l1Hd1pw9qJP96qfif142Vd+EkLIhiRQMyX+TFHKsQpwngAROUKD7VBIhg+lZMRiCAKJ1TMQvhMsX598uLpFUx7TOzelct16/zOAroEB2hE2SjGqqjW9RATUTQA3pEz+jFmBhPxqvxNm9dMvKZA/QLxvsXCU6RHA==</latexit>

V 2,↵ = 0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="5Wdmi8kzvsGivKxXCt15/sEjASY=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEhqfS2EohuXFewD2lAm00k7dPJwZlIood/hxoUibv0Yd/6NkzSIWg9cOJxzL/fe40acSWVZn8bC4tLyymphrbi+sbm1XdrZbcowFoQ2SMhD0XaxpJwFtKGY4rQdCYp9l9OWO7pJ/daYCsnC4F5NIur4eBAwjxGstOQ0K8ddzKMhvrLM016pbJlWBjRP7JyUIUe9V/ro9kMS+zRQhGMpO7YVKSfBQjHC6bTYjSWNMBnhAe1oGmCfSifJjp6iQ630kRcKXYFCmfpzIsG+lBPf1Z0+VkP510vF/7xOrLwLJ2FBFCsakNkiL+ZIhShNAPWZoETxiSaYCKZvRWSIBSZK51TMQrhMcfb98jxpVkz7xKzeVcu16zyOAuzDARyBDedQg1uoQwMIPMAjPMOLMTaejFfjbda6YOQze/ALxvsXBkaRGg==</latexit>

V 2,↵ = 0.3
<latexit sha1_base64="0TqKP/oaLTeB7dHGXfkwccKp+qY=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAguJCRt8bEQim5cVrAPaEO5mU7aoZOHM5NCCf0ONy4UcevHuPNvnKRB1HrgwuGce7n3HjfiTCrL+jSWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLefkuGsSC0SUIeio4LknIW0KZiitNOJCj4Lqdtd3yT+u0JFZKFwb2aRtTxYRgwjxFQWnJaldMe8GgEV5ZZ7ZfKlmllwIvEzkkZ5Wj0Sx+9QUhinwaKcJCya1uRchIQihFOZ8VeLGkEZAxD2tU0AJ9KJ8mOnuFjrQywFwpdgcKZ+nMiAV/Kqe/qTh/USP71UvE/rxsr78JJWBDFigZkvsiLOVYhThPAAyYoUXyqCRDB9K2YjEAAUTqnYhbCZYqz75cXSati2lWzdlcr16/zOAroEB2hE2Sjc1RHt6iBmoigB/SIntGLMTGejFfjbd66ZOQzB+gXjPcvAz6RGA==</latexit>

Fig. 3. V1 and V2 detection functions. V1(CMP(dn,tn)) compares the
dn with given point of latency time tn for each α fading coefficient.
V2(CMP(dn,(tn,low, tn,high)), compares with a range of tn for each α,
as shown here.
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TABLE II
LATENCY RAGES AT DIFFERENT α AND DISTANCE RANGES FOR BAD CSI

FOR 125 KB FILE SIZE

Distance
Range (m)

Latency range
at α =0.3 (s)

Latency range
at α =0.5 (s)

Latency range
at α =0.7 (s)

0-100 0.002-0.0103 0.0019-0.0103 0.0019-0.0103
100-200 0.0045-0.0127 0.004-0.0127 0.0037-0.0127
200-300 0.0054-0.0229 0.0047-0.0229 0.0043-0.0229
300-400 0.0062-0.037 0.0053-0.037 0.0048-0.037
400-500 0.007-0.055 0.0059-0.055 0.0052-0.055
500-600 0.0076-0.077 0.0063-0.077 0.0055-0.077
600-700 0.0083-0.08 0.0068-0.08 0.0059-0.08
700-800 0.0089-0.08 0.0072-0.08 0.0062-0.08
800-900 0.0096-0.08 0.0076-0.08 0.0065-0.08
900-1000 0.0108-0.08 0.008-0.08 0.007-0.08
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of detection algorithm for three fading coefficients.
V3 (tn,low = f(dn,low), tn,high = f(dn,high)) performs the best as it is
hard for an attacker to defy the physical properties, given a precise mapping
of distance to latency.

the classification. Whereas, V2 puts an upper and lower bound
on tn, so it performs better than V1. And V3 bounds both tn
and dn. Therefore, it gives the best accuracy. For larger values
of α, the accuracy of the different variations of the algorithm
decreases and vice versa. This is due to the inherent design of
the algorithm. As α increases, the range of low CSIn increases
and therefore, there is a higher chance that the spoofing will
be ignored. Specifically, for α =0.3, the accuracy values for
V1, V2 and V3 are 75%, 97.5% and 100%. For α =0.5, the
accuracy values are 47.5%, 90.5% and 100% and for V3, the
accuracy values are 23%, 85% and 100% respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

Proof-of-Communication-Capability (PoCC) authentication
framework based on the physical properties of the communi-
cation channels and the nodes is proposed in the paper. The
framework is developed for effective detection of malicious
nodes that communicate over wireless links and spoof their
communication capabilities in order to sabotage blockchain
performance deployed in AV network. It is concluded that
more heterogeneous a network is, more it is susceptible to slow
convergence of blockchain consensus and to malicious node
degradation attacks. The proposed PoCC framework provided
a set of consensus rules that helped us detect the malicious
nodes and since the PoCC is based on the physical features,
e.g., location, channel state information, propagation time, it
is not easy for an adversary to evade the detection mechanism.

Proof-of-Communication-Capability framework shall prove to
be an excellent frame of reference in future implementations
of blockchain in resource constrained wireless communication
systems.
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